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stressed that the attribution of the AS reaction to T2(n,7r*) 
rather than Ti(7r,7r*) cannot be made by way of CIDNP alone: 
it is based on both the CIDNP evidence for an AS via R-R'3 

and the earlier result that T1 of la-c undergoes the oxadi-
7r-methane rearrangement6'10a but not the AS. 

This reaction scheme is corroborated by fluorescence data. 
At 25 0C, in 3-methylpentane, the fluorescence quantum yield 
of la is 3.6 times lower than that of Ic ($ f = (9 ± 3) X 1(T4), 
from which one may expect a similar ratio in singlet lifetimes 
for these ketones.24 This significant difference in singlet life
times at 25 0C is in accord with the observed singlet CIDNP 
for la and triplet CIDNP for Ic at this temperature. 

Our results unveil a novel aspect of /3,Y-UK photochemistry 
and may provide a key to the understanding of the AS reaction. 
Studies on the temperature dependence of fluorescence25 and 
product quantum yields are in progress to further quantify the 
present picture, and to rationalize the differences between la 
and lb,c. 
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Valence Electrons in Open-Shell Molecules: 
Experimental Studies Using Polarized 
Neutron Scattering 

Sir: 

Valence electron densities in crystals are being defined with 
increasing precision, very largely through the use of accurate 
X-ray diffraction measurements coupled to the neutron dif
fraction definition of nuclear positional and vibrational pa
rameters (the X-N technique).1 This method, although 
valuable, has limitations; for example, significantly accurate 
(<r(p) ~ 0.01-0.02 e A - 3) electron densities of the valence 
shells of transition metal complexes will remain difficult be
cause of high local electron densities. An improvement in ac
curacy and interpretation can be achieved if the elastic scat
tering process could be referred exclusively to a relatively small 
number of the total electrons in the unit cell; this can be 
achieved via polarized neutron scattering experiments. 

The electronic spin system of a paramagnetic single crystal 
can be ordered by the application of an external magnetic field 
(typically 1.5-5 T at 4.2 K) along the direction of polarization 
of the incident neutrons. For magnetic neutron scattering, only 
those magnetization components perpendicular to the scat
tering vector are effective. Therefore, only a limited three-
dimensional set of magnetic structure factors is obtainable 
from any particular alignment of the crystal with respect to 
the applied magnetic field. Given /V(M/) and M(M/) are the 
nuclear and magnetic structure factors, respectively; the ob
served Bragg intensities, [/V(M/) ± M(hkl)}2, result from 
coupling of the nuclear and magnetic scattering vectors. Precise 
magnetic structure factors can be obtained from "spin-flip" 
ratios,2 [N(hkl) + M(hkl)]2/{N(hkl) - AZ(M/)]2, of a large 
number of Bragg reflections whose nuclear structure factors 
have been determined from conventional diffraction experi
ments. Fourier inversion of the magnetic structure factors gives 
the magnetization density throughout the crystallographic unit 
cell, and maps of such densities have been described for simple 
ferro- and ferrimagnetic structures.-1 In the absence of inde
pendent orbital angular momentum in the ground state of an 
ion, spin density may be directly related to magnetization 
density. We now outline the power of the method for transition 
metal compounds of chemical interest and complexity. 

The five complexes to which we have access to extensive sets 
of magnetic structure factors are manganese- and cobalt-
phthalocyanine, the hexafluorochromium(III) anion,4 the 
tetrachlorocobalt(ll) anion, and aquabis(bipyridyl)di-/u,-hy-
droxo-sulfatodicopper(Il). 

The magnetic structure factors may be analyzed quantita
tively to provide local (atomic) spin densities and overlap 
charges in at least two ways. Firstly, the formulae for the 
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Figure 1. Fourier sections of the Cs3CoCl5 magnetic data. Cobalt and 
cesium atoms are indicated by crosses and filled circles, respectively. The 
magnetization density was averaged over a cube of 0.1 A dimensions. The 
contours are at intervals of 0.7, 0.5, 0.3. 0.2. 0.1, 0.05. 0, -0.05, and -0.10 
^B A"3, and some important zero contours are indicated. Negative areas. 
enclosed by dotted contours, represent magnetization of reverse polarity 
to the bulk moment. 

scattering by nonspherical d- and p-electron distributions,5 

together with the relevant orbital scattering factors (from ei
ther a tabulated source6 or calculated from the Hartree-Fock 
wave functions7), can be used in a least-squares refinement of 
the ground-state spin populations of the one-center atomic 
orbital expansions. This has been done for the 69 observed 
magnetic structure factors4 for K2Na(CrF6) having values 
M(hkl) > 2a[M(hkl)]. Refinement analysis minimizing the 
function 2w(AA/)2 where AM = \M0\ - |A/C| and w = 1/ 
a2[M{hkl)] gives the d-orbital populations on the chromium 
atom, d.vl°-87(2), d.vr

()87<2>, d,_-0-87<->, d-20OO<3>, d^-^000*3', 
and 0.11 (3) e in a spherically symmetric s-type function on 
each fluorine atom. That the sum of the spin density on each 
(CrF6)

3"" complex is not identical with three electrons results 
from our neglect, as yet, of spin density in the overlap regions 
which is apparent in observed4 and difference spin density 
Fourier syntheses. For this atom spin density scattering model, 
the residual index R1 defined as 21AA/1 /21M01, is 0.096 and 
the goodness of fit (x), defined as [2w(AM)2/(n - v)]]'2 

where n is the number of observations and v is the number of 
variables, is 1.79. For the corresponding spherical model (i.e., 
the same orbital populations but ignoring the aspherical terms 
in the scattering formulae), the agreement factors are R = 
0.187 and x = 3.46. \ refinement based on a purely ionic 
model alone (i.e., with no spin density delocalized onto the 
fluorine) gives R = 0.102 and x = 1.97, reinforcing intuition 
to the extent that a purely ionic model gives, for (CrF6)3-, a 
very fair quantitative account of the magnetic scattering. The 
l2„ orbital occupation expected on the basis of ligand field 
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Figure 2. Section perpendicular to [001 ] of the observed spin density s-
tribution from 1 10 reflections with sin 6/\ < 0.4 A - 1 for aquabis(bip.r-
idyl)di-/u.-hydroxo-sulfatodicopper(ll). The 

core is indicated with solid and dotted circles representing Cu and O. re
spectively. The density was averaged over a cube of 0.5 A dimensions. 
Contours arc at intervals of 0.45. 0.35. 0.25. 0.1 5. 0.05. -0.05. and -0.1 5 
MB A- ' . 

theory is well supported and spin transfer Cr —» F is demon
strated to the same extent as deduced previously.4 In the re
finements, the value of A/(000) obtained from the bulk mag
netization measurement4 was used to scale the calculated 
magnetic structure factors, scattering curves were for Cr3+(3d) 
and F(2p),6 and atomic positional and thermal parameters 
were taken from the 4.2 K nuclear structure determina
tion.4 

Nuclear and magnetic structure factors have been deter
mined from single crystals of CS3C0CU at 4.2 K; magnetic,8 

structural,9 and theoretical data10 on the (CoCl4)2- ion have 
been reported previously. Fourier inversion of the 124 magnetic 
structure factors having M(hkl) > 2cr [M(hkl)] is shown in 
Figure I and demonstrates the asphericity of the magnetization 
density about the cobalt atom. Again, a quantitative analysis 
of the structure factors has been completed: the least-squares 
analysis gives dvr°-36*l3». dv-a85((,), d,-ax5<6>, d-:"01011 '>, 
d.v:_>"M"5> on the cobalt atom. p.v-

()0?<3>, p, ° 04<'>, p,(»-13<2> 
on the chlorine ligand (where pA is along the Cl-Co bond), and 
—0.04 (2) e in a spherical s-type "blob" in the Co-Cl overlap 
region. For all 154 observed magnetic structure factors, re
finement converged to give R = 0.102 and x = 3.13 using 
A/(000)s to scale Mc, scattering curves for Co2+(3d)6 and 
Cl(3p),7 and atomic positional and thermal parameters from 
the 4.2 K nuclear structure determination." The dipole ap
proximation12 with g = 2.3 was used to correct for the orbital 
contribution to the magnetic structure factors. Here, the i{ 
orbital occupation expected on the basis of ligand field theory-
is not found. It appears that spin has been transferred from the 
d.v,. orbital (the x-y-z coordinate system corresponds to the 
crystal axes) to the d.v:_,-2 orbital which, interestingly, is di
rected toward cesium ions. 

The second quantitative approach is useful for the more 
covalent complexes for which the ionic model provides a less 
adequate representation of the magnetic structure factors. We 
are developing computer programs which analyze spin densities 
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via localized atomic deformation functions;13 these can, in 
favorable cases, be handled to give a conventional orbital de
scription. For the phthalocyanine complexes, the Fourier series 
indicates a total derealization of spin density onto the ligand 
of >20%, and we shall discuss these results in detail else
where.13 

For the binuclear copper(II) complex, the copper atoms 
interact ferromagnetically with an exchange integral of 24 
cm"1;14 the observed density distribution shows no significant 
spin density between the copper atoms (Figure 2), whereas spin 
density is present on the bridging hydroxyl ligands, and this 
indicates that the mechanism of magnetic coupling is essen
tially one of superexchange. 

Note Added in Proof. Further analysis of the data for 
Cs3CoCl5 to include refinement of the cobalt scattering curve 
shape and consideration of the bias introduced into the Fourier 
maps by an incomplete data set has led to d-orbital populations 
on the cobalt closer to the expected \\. 
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Photochemical Probes for Model Membrane Structures 

Sir: 

We have described the selective attack of benzophenone 
probes on rigid steroids1 and the more random attack on 
flexible chains. The latter, useful chiefly as evidence on con
formations of the chain, was examined in homogeneous solu
tion2 and in micelles.3 We concluded that a probe such as 
benzophenone-4-carboxylate (2) incorporates into a micelle 

Figure 1. Probes and bilayers. 

CARBON FUNCTIONALIZED 
Figure 2. Distribution of functionalized positions. A: probe 2 with bilayer 
1 as a vesicle (H—) and as a multilamellar system (©- - -). B: vesicles of 
1 with probe 3 (H—) and probe 4 (O- - -). 

such as that from sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) so that the 
probe orients largely perpendicular to the micelle surface. 
However, on photoexcitation it attacks a range of the CHi's 
of SDS because of the disorder of the SDS chains. 

Amphiphiles with two chains per charged head group, such 
as didodecyldimethylammonium cation,4 dicetylphosphate 
anion,5 and the lecithin of biomembranes6 tend to form bi
layers, not micelles, in which the chains are presumably more 
ordered than those in simple micelles. Such bilayers can exist 
as flat sheets, as in multilamellar structures, or instead as the 
curved surface of a spherical vesicle.6 NMR evidence has been 
interpreted7 to indicate that the bilayers of small spherical 
vesicles are more disordered than are the bilayers of multila
mellar structures, although this interpretation has been dis
puted.8 Thus it was of interest to apply our benzophenone probe 
method to the study of bilayers.9 With this technique we have 
been able to explore the amount of disorder in such structures, 
and to demonstrate a striking difference between the disorder 
in spherical vesicles (5) and that in flat multilamellar systems 
(6) (Figure 1). 

Our bilayers were constructed from didodecyl phosphate 
( I ) . ' 0 When this was sonicated1'• at iomivi with 8 m M 2 i n 5 0 
mM Tris buffer at pH 8.0, a clear stable solution was formed 
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